Anisotropy of the structure factor of magnetic fluids under a field probed by small-angle neutron scattering.
Small-angle neutron scattering is used to measure the two-dimensional diffraction pattern of a monophasic magnetic colloid, under an applied magnetic field. This dipolar system presents in zero field a fluidlike structure. It is well characterized by an interaction parameter K(0)(T) proportional to the second virial coefficient, which is here positive, expressing a repulsion of characteristic length kappa-10. Under the field a strong anisotropy is observed at the lowest q vectors. The length kappa-10 remains isotropic, but the interaction parameter K(T) becomes anisotropic due to the long-range dipolar interaction. However, the system remains stable, the interaction being repulsive in all directions. Thus we do not observe any chaining of the nanoparticles under magnetic field. On the contrary, the revealed structure of our anisotropic colloid is a lowering of the concentration fluctuations along the field while the fluidlike structure, observed without field, is roughly preserved perpendicularly to the field. It expresses a strong anisotropy of the Brownian motion of the nanoparticles in the solution under applied field.